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Word Definition
marathon a race in which participants run over a long period of time.
irrigation the supplying of water to land by man-made means.
escape to get free; avoid being caught or harmed.
property all of one's possessions taken as a whole, or a part of those possessions.
awesome to be incredible; to cause wonder.
silhouette an outline or side view of a person's head that is filled with a dark, solid color.
relative a person who belongs to the same family as someone else.
disappointing to fail to do or give something expected or hoped for.
trophies something given to recognize a win or other accomplishment; award.
capsize to turn over; upset.
scholarship money given to students to help pay for their education.
surface the outside limit or top layer of something.
mushroom a plant, also called a fungus, with a stalk and a cap that looks like a small umbrella. 
library a place where books, records, and other materials are kept and from which they may be borrowed.
environmentalist someone who works to protect the natural environment.
mystery a matter that is secret or that cannot be known or explained.
costume clothing worn to make one look like some other person, animal, or thing.
journalist a person whose work is to talk or write about true events.

kangaroo
a mammal with long pointed ears, short front legs, powerful back legs, and for females, a pouch in their belly to carry their 
baby.

alphabet the letters of a written language, given in proper order.
influential having power or influence.
fabulous almost impossible to believe; amazing.
course progress from one point to another; the direction or route along which something moves.
descent the act or process of going downward.
gutsy bold; courageous; strong in style or effect.
signature a person's written name, used to sign documents, letters, or checks.
tournament a contest of skill including a series of games where those who lose one  game may no longer take part.
childhood the period or state of being a child.
examination the act of inspection; a test of skill used to see how much a person knows or can do.
attic the space in a house directly beneath the roof.
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supporter one who agrees with an idea, person, or group and wants it to succeed.
athlete a person who participates in sports or other physical activities.
curious eager to learn or know.
beast any animal other than a human, especially a mammal with four legs.
helicopter a type of aircraft that is held in the air and moved along by spinning blades attached to its top side.
retired to have stopped working because of old age.
extraordinary very unusual; wonderful; remarkable.
surgery the field of medicine that treats disease and injury by fixing or removing parts of the body.
concert a musical or dance performance before an audience; recital.
disease a condition that causes harm to the health of a person, animal, or plant.
sibling a sister or a brother.
advocate to speak or act in favor of something.
emergency a serious situation or sudden crisis that calls for fast action.
vitamin a substance needed for the health and normal working of the body, usually found in food.
telescope an instrument that uses lenses and sometimes mirrors to make distant objects appear larger.
underwater located, done, or made for use below the surface of a body of water.
gasoline a liquid that burns, used mainly as fuel for engines.
earthquake a shaking or other movement of part of the earth's surface. 
inspiring to influence someone to do something by using emotions; to cause to happen.
encyclopaedia a book or set of books that has information on a wide variety of subjects, or on many aspects of one subject.
exotic from a foreign place.
selfless having or showing a lack of interest for oneself and one's interests.
country a large area of land where people live under the same government or have the same culture; nation.
dune a mound or hill of sand built up by the action of wind.
camouflage to hide by coloring or covering to look like the surroundings.
voyage a long journey by air, land, sea, or outer space; travel.
shocking for something to be surprising in a negative way.

challenge
an invitation to enter into a fight or other contest of skill; an interesting or difficult problem or task.

essential something that is absolutely necessary.
equipment things made, or used, for a particular activity.
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thermoelectric caused by the direct relationship between heat and electricity.
lens a piece of clear material, such as glass, that bends light rays passing through it, such as in a camera or telescope.
gigantic like a giant; huge.
oxygen a gas with no color or smell that living things need to breathe.
accident reasons or causes that are not planned by anyone.
photography the art or practice of taking and making photographs.
sunshine the bright light of the sun not hidden by clouds.
attention the concentration of one's mind on something.
tribe a group of people, families, or villages that share the same language, social customs, and ancestors.
famine a great lack of food over a wide area.
station a regular stopping place for vehicles such as trains or buses on a route.
sensational causing or meant to cause great excitement or interest; terrific.
discipline control or determination brought about by training; self-control.
geographer one who studies, researches, or maps the earth's surface as a profession.
torment to cause to feel great pain or distress.
Paralympics an athletic competition done every four years for people that have physical disabilities.
mysterious not known and not able to be explained; puzzling.
vital having to do with life; very important or necessary.
activist a person who fights openly and vigorously for a cause.
surveillance a close watch or observation, esp. of a person or group of people under suspicion.
prison a building for holding and punishing people who have broken the law.
encore a request by an audience that a performance continue.
determination the quality of having a firm goal; the act of coming to a decision or settling something.
dusk the time of day just before night; last moments of twilight.
analyst someone trained or skilled in a particular type of analysis.
distance the measure of space between things, places, or points in time.
pyjamas a loose jacket and pants worn for sleeping.
authority the right or power to give orders, make decisions, or control people.
residence a house or any other place where one lives; home.
engine a machine that uses energy from fuel or electricity to do work or move.
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district an area of a country, city, or other place used for a particular purpose.
creative able to make or do something new or with imagination.
paramedic one who is trained to work as a doctor's assistant or as a provider of emergency medical care.
astronaut a person trained to take part in space flight.
temperature the degree of heat or cold of an object or an environment.
avalanche the sudden rush of a large amount of snow, ice, or rocks down a mountain.
cello a large musical instrument with four strings. 
performance the act of performing to make or give entertainment presented before an audience.
somersault to tuck the body and roll head over heels either forward or backward.
illustrator an artist who makes illustrations for books or other written works.
orbit the curved path in which a planet, satellite, or spacecraft moves in a circle around another body.
diagram a drawing or plan that shows the parts of something or how the parts work together.
fortress a large, fortified building or area, often around a town or settlement.
request the act of asking politely for something.
biscuit a small, round-shaped bread for one person that is not usually sweet; cracker.
obstacle something that stops forward movement or progress.
endangered for a type of living being, such as a species of animal, to be on the threat of disappearing.
judge a person who knows enough about something to give an opinion or suggestion.
attitude a way of feeling or thinking about something or someone position of the body.
anchor a heavy object that is dropped from a boat or ship by a cable to keep the vessel from moving.
grandfather the father of a person's mother or father.
introduction the act or process of letting people know about a new thing; a part at the beginning of something, such as a book.
summit the highest part; peak.
practice to do as a habit;the doing of some activity many times to become skilled at it.
dangerous likely to cause harm; not safe.
personality all of the qualities of a person that make that person different from others.
thief someone who steals.
marmalade a jam that contains bits of fruit and peel.
cousin the son or daughter of an aunt or uncle.
height the distance from the bottom to the top of something.
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conscious awake; able to feel, think, hear, and see.
album a book with blank pages or empty pockets in which a collection can be placed, such as photographs.
peak the top part of a mountain that rises to a point, or such a mountain itself.
resistance the act or process of opposing a force.
victorious having won a victory.
educational having to do with education.
troop a group or gathering of people, animals, or things; also the word for a group of soldiers.
courage the ability to face fear or danger; bravery.
foliage leaves on a tree or other plant together.
theatre a building where plays, movies, or concerts are presented.
wisdom good judgment and an understanding of that which is true or good.
different not the same; not alike.
weather the conditions outside at a particular place and time, such as "sunny" or "cloudy".
discovery the act of finding something new for the first time.
chemistry the science that studies the form and function of basic elements and their compounds.
respect the state or condition of being thought of with honor or admiration; such admiration itself.
miserable very unhappy; having or causing discomfort or unhappiness.
snout the front part of an animal's head that sticks out, which includes the nose, mouth, and jaws.
labyrinth anything like a maze where it is intended to confuse the person or animal that navigates it.
daydream something similar to a dream but one that occurs when one is awake, and often contains pleasant thoughts.
qualified to have specific skills or be certified to do a job.
responsibility the condition or fact of having a duty or task.
fascinating something that causes wonder; to be interesting.
luggage suitcases, boxes, and bags for carrying one's things on trips; baggage.
information knowledge or facts that come from a source.
pronunciation the act or manner of saying the sounds of words.
settlement ta place where people have recently decided to live; a colony.
achievement something done through hard work, courage, or skill.
infection an illness caused by germs.
dramatic out of the ordinary; exciting.
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promise a statement that something absolutely will happen or be done.
dizzy having a feeling of spinning around and being about to lose one's balance; a giddy or confused feeling.
species a group of living things that can mate with one another but not with those of other groups.
creature a living person or animal.
foreigner a person who is born in or is from a foreign country.
terrifying to fill with great fear or terror; scare.
electricity energy caused by the movement of electrons.
weird strange or odd; puzzlingly unusual.
magician a person who has skill in magic and entertains people with magic tricks.
unexplored a place, area, or field that has not been examined or investigated before.
unpleasant not pleasant or agreeable; distasteful.
contraption (informal) a mechanical device, sometimes of odd design; gadget.
entranced to put into a trance or a state of delight; charm.
advice an idea or opinion offered as help in making a choice or a decision.
champion a person that has taken first place in a contest or game; winner.
superb of the finest kind or quality.
famous recognized or liked by the public.
membership the number of people in a particular group.
gentleman a polite and honorable man.
afloat on the water; floating.
neighbourhood a small area or district in a city or town that is set off from other areas because it is a community
smuggle to take in or out of a country illegally.
explorer a person who explores an area that is not known.
orphanage a place where orphans live and are cared for.
apologise to say that one is sorry.
headache a pain in the head.
colourful having many colors; bright in color.
wildlife wild animals that live free of humans.
trainee one who is being trained; apprentice.
skilful having or using skill; adept.
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acrobatic having to do with incredible acts of balance and skill.
creation the act of creating or of causing something to exist.
knight a man given a rank of honor by a king or queen for service to his country.
intelligent having a great ability to reason and understand.
shallow measuring little from top to bottom; without deep thought or feeling.
outback remote, rural areas, esp. in Australia and New Zealand.
elephant an enormous mammal with a very long nose called a trunk, huge floppy ears, and four thick legs. 
welcome a warm or friendly greeting.
miraculous amazing, incredible.
dormitory a building with many bedrooms, often lived in by students. 
persuade to cause to do something by using reason or argument.
friend a person whom you know well and like and who likes you.
journey a long trip from one place to another.
expedition a journey taken for a reason, or a group taking such a trip.
route a particular way of getting from one place to another; course.
adventure a journey or activity that is dangerous or exciting.
antique an object, such as a piece of furniture, made many years in the past.
jungle land covered with many trees, vines, and bushes; a tropical rain forest.
insect bug; a small animal whose body is divided into three parts, and usually has three pairs of legs and wings.
surfboard a long, narrow board on which a person kneels, stands, or lies while riding the waves.
circumstance a condition or fact connected with or having an effect on an event or situation.
vantage a position or situation that offers a broad or especially good idea or use.
coward a person who does not have the courage to face danger, pain, or something difficult.
instrument any of various devices for making music, such as a trumpet or piano.
daughter a person's female child.
remarkable unusual or exceptional; worthy of being noticed or mentioned.
generation the entire group of people who were born around the same time.
popular liked or enjoyed by many people.
experience something that a person has done or lived through.
tourniquet any device that uses pressure to stop the flow of blood after a serious injury.
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barbaric lacking manners or refined taste; crude.
abdomen the part of the body between the chest and the hips, such as the stomach.
mountain a land mass with great height and steep sides that is higher than a hill.
disaster a sudden event causing much damage or suffering.
portrait a painting, drawing, photograph or sculpture of a person.
specimen a part or example used to represent a larger whole.
composer someone who composes something, especially music.
fantastic wildly imaginative and incredible.
penguin a large water bird with webbed feet that lives in colder regions, and use their wings like flippers for swimming.
starvation the act of being very hungry to the point of it being harmful.
museum a building where collections of objects that are important to history, art, or science are kept and shown to the public.
outcrop a piece of rock above the surface of the soil.
embarrassing causing a feeling of emotional discomfort or shame.
hurricane a powerful storm with heavy rains and winds that blow in a circle.
stationery paper, pens, envelopes, and other writing materials used for writing letters.
ragged having rough, uneven, or sharp edges or surfaces.
shroud something that covers or conceals, like a wrapper.
laughter the act or sound of laughing.
encouragement the act of motivating someone to do something or being motivated.

passenger
a person who is not driving, but travels in an automobile, bus, train, or 
other vehicle.

wilderness a region in its natural state where there are trees and animals, but no people living there.
homesick longing for one's home.
talent a natural skill or ability.
insurance a protection against certain accidents that is provided by a company in return for payment of a fee.
ketchup a thick red sauce for meat or potatoes made with tomatoes and spices.
unusual not usual or ordinary; not common; remarkable.
beautiful delightful to see, hear, or experience; lovely to the senses; having beauty.
international having to do with two or more countries or with what happens between two or more countries.
irresponsible not able to be counted on or trusted.
alligator a large reptile with short legs, a long body and tail, and a long, wide snout. 
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wallet a pocketbook that is small and flat; billfold. 
lamppost a post that supports a lamp, esp. a street lamp.
circumnavigate to go entirely around, esp. by sailing.
easel a stand for holding an artist's canvas, blackboard, or sign.
government the making of laws and important decisions that control or affect all the people living in a community, state, or nation.
machine a device with a system of parts that work together to perform a task.
dreadful causing great fear; terrible.
depression a mood characterized by deep sadness or low energy.
surprise to catch (someone or something) off guard; act upon without giving any warning.
demonstration an activity that shows how something works or how it is made.
collection a gathering of a group of things of the same type.
granddaughter a female child of one's son or daughter.
sleek smooth or shiny.
delicious having a pleasing taste or smell.
tuneful full of melody; producing musical sounds.
inventive good at thinking up new ideas or at devising new objects or methods; imaginative.
kidnap to take by force and hold against a person's will in order to get money or some other valuable thing.
presentable suitable, esp. in appearance, for being introduced to others.
education the act or work of learning or training.
volunteer a person who offers to work or help without pay.
comrade a close friend who shares one's main interests.
surroundings all the things around one; one's environment.
wound an injury, usually a recent one.
wonderful causing feelings of wonder; excellent or amazing.
struggle to resist by waving the arms and legs and wriggling the body.; to make a strong effort.
counsellor a person who gives advice as a job.
shelter a place or structure that gives protection against weather or danger.
spectacular of or having to do with a spectacle; splendid; marvelous.
archive a collection of records or information that is stored somewhere. 
injustice the lack of fairness; an act that is wrong.
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survival the act or fact of continuing to be alive or survive.
dedicated to set apart for a special use or purpose.
comedian a person who entertains by telling jokes and acting in a way that makes people laugh.
soldier a person who serves in the army and who is not an officer.
aircraft any machine that can fly through the air, such as an airplane, helicopter, or balloon.
special different from others; unique.
parliament a group of people who make the laws for a country.
refugee a person forced to leave his or her home or country to seek safety or protection.
stranger a person who is not known or completely new.
guardian an adult chosen by law to be responsible for the care and protection of a child.
trouble something that causes difficulty; to disturb or worry.
facility a building made or used for a particular activity.
meteoric of, pertaining to, or consisting of meteors; like a meteor in speed or brilliance.
microwave a type of radio wave with a high frequency used to heat food and liquids.
astonishing to fill with great surprise or amazement.
violence a strong force that can harm or damage; the causing of pain or harm.


